
Exercise 9 Metropolis Monte Carlo

Most Metropolis Monte Carlo codes work with systems similar to the Lennard-Jones fluid that was treated in
the previous exercise on Molecular Dynamics. This is covered in the Statistical Thermodynamics course. Here
we will treat a lattice model, since this will be a simple system to study both by Metropolis and by kinetic
Monte Carlo.

We will write an algorithm in Matlab that simulates the step edge on a crystal surface in thermodynamic
equilibrium using the Monte Carlo technique. Because we are in equilibrium we will start by Metropolis Monte
Carlo.

We will study the Kossel (100) surface and a step in the [010] direction. The Kossel crystal is a simple
cubic crystal with one molecule per lattice cell and a binding of value φ between neighbouring cells in all three
directions. At T > 0 such a step will not be perfectly straight but have several kinks. The number of kinks, or
the kink density, will strongly depend on the temperature and the bond strength between the particles. The kink
patterns can be come quite complex at high temperatures. It is even possible to have overhangs for instance.
Here we will restrict ourselves to a Solid-On-Solid model in the step direction. This means that particles can
only attach to the step when it will have a neighbour in the [100] direction (see figure below) or that particles
can desorb from the step when it leaves no other particle unattached in the [100] direction. This means that we
only consider kink sites and step ad-atoms as depicted in the figure below. ‘Fingers’ of multiple step ad-atoms
will off course be possible.
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The advantage of this simple model is that we can describe the step as one dimensional vector (or 1xn
matrix in Matlab) consisting of integers. These integers represent the height of the step excursions. The step
in the figure will then be represented by vector X0 = (1, 1, 1, 3, 6, 5, 4, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 4, 0, 0) if we neglect the step
overhang. An infinitely long step can be simulated by applying periodic boundary conditions in the direction
of the step. We will work again with a dimensionless energy unit φ/kT .

We will determine properties of the step using a Monte Carlo algorithm. Starting with initial step configu-
ration X0 the algorithm follows the following steps:

Step 1: Choose a random trial configuration X1 w.r.t. X0

Step 2: Determine the energy difference between X0 and X1

Step 3: Accept or reject X1 according to the Metropolis algorithm

Step 4: Return to step 1

The code below is the heart of the Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation. In the following exercises you will
gradually fill the spaces ...input....

1 function [st,stepE,kink,AccMoves] = MetropolisMCmoves(phi,lstep,moves)

2 step = zeros(lstep,1);

3 st = step;

4 E = calculateE(step,phi);

5 AccMoves = 0;

6 kink = [];
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7 stepE = [];

8 for I = 1:moves*lstep

9 trial = st; %change the step on one position

10 trialpos = ceil(rand()*lstep);

11 trialmove = sign(rand()-0.5);

12 trial(trialpos) = trial(trialpos)+trialmove;

13 Etrial = calculateE(trial,phi);

14 DeltaE = Etrial - E;

15 if (DeltaE < 0) %decide whether trial is accepted

16 accepted = ..input..

17 else

18 if (rand() < exp(-DeltaE))

19 accepted = ..input..

20 else

21 accepted = ..input..

22 end

23 end

24 if (accepted)

25 st = ..input..

26 E = ..input..

27 AccMoves = AccMoves + 1;

28 end

29 if (..input..)

30 stepE = [stepE; E/lstep];

31 kink = [kink; kinkdensity(st)];

32 end

33 end

34 endfunction

You can find this code in the course directory.

a) Write a function that calculates the total energy of the step (calculateE) with respect to the ground
state (a perfectly straight step). This can be done by counting the number of broken bonds with broken
bond energy φ in units of kT . Apply PBC.

b) Complete the Metropolis algorithm to determine whether a trial configuration will be accepted or rejected.

c) Write a function kinkdensity that determines the kink density (the number of kinks per unit length
along the step direction). Take the average of these properties during the simulation. The properties
of the step are not sampled each iteration since the configurations Xn and Xn+1 are correlated. After
all, they only differ by one molecule. The system needs to be considerable changed before the properties
are calculated again. Furthermore, if you start with a straight step, the step needs to equilibrate to its
equilibrium configuration before you start sampling.

d) Run a number of simulations for different temperatures and watch how the kink density and step energy
converges for increasing Monte Carlo cycles. Determine the percentage of accepted trial configurations.
A good starting point is to use φ/kT = 2.
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